Privacy preservation on social networks is nowadays a societal issue. In this paper, our contributions are to establish such a model for privacy preservation. We use differential privacy for personal privacy analysis and measurement. Our conclusion is that privacy could be measured and preserved if the corresponding approaches could be taken.
Introduction 2. Related Work
Nowadays, the mainstream solutions to image privacy protection on social media focus on the post-processing of the user shared content. In general, there are two main genres of the post-processing on privacy preservation strategies. One is the direct image processing on sensitive content which includes image encryption and pixel substitution. The other is the privacy preferences in social networking sites.
The first way is to substitute the private section of photos directly [4] . The drawback of this approach is its inefficiency, and the replacement field is irreversible. The second is to remove the privacy filed. The restrict information is erased from the photo. Besides, image quality has been affected as watermarks embedded. The third is the method to scramble or blur the sensitive field with the encryption process [3] [22] . It is an irrecoverable process so that the quality of the image has dropped as well.
Privacy management settings are designed to restrict the flow of personal information which user shared on social networking profiles. This mechanism provides the user with the opportunity to choose and meet their personal privacy to preserve sensitive information. However, half of the social networking users said they had difficulties in managing privacy controls [11] . Although the information, users choose to share online, is controlled under privacy settings, it still could not protect users' content from malicious usage by the content holders or someone with harmful attempts.
In order to preserve private information in the first place, users ought to evaluate the content before it exposed to the public. Albeit users may consider whether there is any possibility of disclosing identifying information when they are going to publish a post, as long as the personal information exposed in the public space, there is the possibility of being compromised. To avoid the losses caused by privacy disclosure, privacy preservation measures should be taken in advance [8] .
The geometrical feature is first used to describe and recognize the profile of human face. It is generally based on the extraction of the position of the critical characteristic points
In recent years, with the advances in social networking platform and the rapid growth of graphical data, various innovations of image processing applications and techniques are continually emerging. The growing amount of online personal content sharing exposes users to a series of privacy issues [1] , including general privacy issues and identity information disclosure concerns. The potential security threats caused by the abuse of sensitive information in the user-generated content remained an overarching privacy concern for more and more people. Without appropriate privacy protection, shared images could uncover numerous of the individual and social situations, since pictures are able to outwardly tell when and where a particular moment happens and their relationships [21] .
Because of the sharing nature of social media, preserving privacy is vitally important for the widely accessible shared content such as user-generated graphics [1] . Once a photo containing sensitive information posted to the Internet without processing, it is easy to invade the owners private data. Once personal privacy spreads malicious, it may bring threats to personal property security [10] [14] . It is unquestionably beneficial for users to intuitively get the hint to know the privacy risk rating on the shared content before they publish a new post. Assessing the privacy risk could assist data holders to know about whether they should share it or take extra actions to protect the privacy information. With this motivation, the method for evaluating privacy of social media could provide users with the intuitive value of the privacy risk level of the user-shared images. such as human eyes, mouth and nose, and the geometrical shapes of essential organs such as eyes [13] . However, this method has two shortcomings. Firstly, the weighting coefficients of the various costs in energy function can only be determined by experience, which is challenging to popularize. The second is that the energy function optimization process is time-consuming and demanding to be applied in practice.
According to the way neural networks are constructed, a relatively simple change can make larger images better processed [7] . The extensive adaptability of neural networks is one of its advantages. The convolutional neural network resolves this problem by eliminating a large number of similar unimportant connections. Technically, CNN filters through the connections between neurons based on similarity, making image processing controllable at the computational level [9] . For a given layer, the CNN does not connect each input to neurons, but it restricts the connection explicitly. It allows any neuron to accept a fraction of the input from the previous layer. Therefore, each neuron is responsible for processing only a specific part of an image.
Differential privacy is a method for analysing large-scale databases both accurate and anonymous [20] . Differential privacy could assist users to get insight into general statistical analysis without leaking sensitive and identifiable information of an individual. Two methods are commonly used at present. One is the Laplace mechanism. Adding Laplace distribution noise to the query results is suitable for the numerical output [17] . The other is the exponential mechanism. In the query results, the exponential distribution is used to adjust the probability, which is suitable for the output of the non-numeric type. In this paper, we are more suitable for the Laplace mechanism. Differential privacy balances the feasibility and privacy of data. Users can adjust the feasibility and privacy of data by setting their privacy budget. There are problems and challenges faced by differential privacy. As the requirement of differential privacy for background knowledge is strong, it is necessary to add a significant amount of randomization to the results, resulting in a decline in the utility of the data. Especially for those complicated queries, sometimes randomized results almost conceal the real results.
Methodology

The Criteria of Image Privacy
A variety of factors causes the privacy intrusion in social media. Defined features detected will be counted and be examined on each criterion. Five main criteria factors defined in this project are about accuracy, ratio, angle, sensitivity and timeliness. In this rating standard, a feature that meets the privacy requirement should be picked up. When the associated privacy feature is identified, the privacy score goes high. In the project, OpenFace is applied to achieve the accuracy of face detection. OpenFace is an open source library. It has the performance and accuracy of a patent model. Consequently, the library has a fast and accurate internal structure.
The fundamental working principle for the system of vehicle license plate recognition has five procedures. Firstly, the image containing a vehicle license plate captured by the camera is input into the computer through video card to be pre-processed. Secondly, the license plate is searched, detected and positioned by using the retrieval module. Thirdly, the rectangular area containing license plate character is segmented. Fourthly, the license plate character is binarized and divided into a single character, then the number in JPEG format is input. Finally, the number of license plate number is the output.
The high exposure locates typically at the centre of the photo draws more attention. People could not get all the details of the picture, and the edge area may get low exposure. Table 1 illuminates the scores we defined based on the exposure rate. Detection angle mainly refers to the rotation of the detected object due to different shooting angles and rotation. Changes in the angle of the shot also lead to changes in the contour of the object. Euler angle is made up of three angles: yaw, pitch, and roll. The angles are used to measure the angular relationship between the object and the camera. Roll represents the angle α that rotates around the z-axis. Yaw indicates the angle β of rotation around the y-axis. Pitch indicates the angle γ of rotation around the x-axis. Detectable range of facial poses span from -30
• to 30 in pitch, from -20
• to 20
• in roll, and from -40
• to 40 • in yaw [16] . If the angle of facial gesture activity is within this range, the possibility of privacy exposure is relatively high.
Facial region is the most sensitive part of the image privacy. Children and adults are the two different parts of the assessment. According to the child protection law, child's privacy is much more critical. Therefore, their privacy ratio will be higher than an adult. The convolutional activation feature is extracted through the CNN. The colour, texture, shape and other information of a person's face is extracted as a feature representation. Then the feature is set as an input to the learning of the age estimation model. The learning age estimation model uses the extracted face feature representation and specific age labels or age groups. The age estimation model is learned through machine learning. By using this model, through crucial several flow steps, the age estimation of the face image can be realised. The pseudo code for the sensitivity algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Factor Sensitivity
Input: type and value Output: sensitivity ratio in percentage 1: procedure SENSITIVITY(type, value) 2: result ← 0 3: if type = age & value ≤ 17 then 4: result ← 1 5: else if type = age & value > 17 then 6: result ← 0.5 7: else if type = plate & value = 1 then 8: result ← 0.3
9:
else 10:
Generally, as time goes by, an image posted online will gradually lose attention and reduce exposure. People often observe the photo only at this moment when it was just published. The forgetting curve can be applied to Newtons law of cooling [6] . If M is the memory value at time t, M s is the forgotten threshold value, M o is the initial memory value and k is the super parameter. Then the differential equation defined as below:
The pseudo code for the timeliness algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Factor Timeliness
Input: created time of the image Output: the proportion of timeliness 1: procedure TIMELINESS(time) 2:
time difference is in seconds 4: 
APH-Based Privacy Scoring Modelling
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a simple method for making decisions on some complicated and fuzzy problems. It is especially suitable for those problems that are difficult to be analysed quantitatively. It is a flexible and practical method of multiple criteria decision making. AHP is used to determine the weight of the factors.
The weight of privacy scoring hierarchy is divided into three levels. As the target of the picture's privacy score G belongs to the goal layer, the criteria layer contains five elements of the privacy score of the picture. There are Accuracy C1, Ratio C2, Angle C3, Sensitivity C4 and Timeliness C5. The sub-criteria layer is the specific indicator item in this scoring system, including the Age S1 of the face recognition module and the License Plate Number S2 of the plate number recognition module. Hierarchical structure model is constructed to explain the subordinate relationship between the structure and factors [18] . The hierarchy model is shown in Figure 1 . The pseudo code for the AHP-Based model for privacy scoring weights is outlined in Algorithm 3. 
Algorithm 3 APH-Based Method for Privacy Scoring Weights
λmax is the eigenvalue 9:
CI stands for Consistency Index
10:
if n = 5 then
11:
RI ← 1.12 RI stands for the value of Random Consistency Index
12:
CR ←
CI RI
CR stands for Consistency Ratio
13:
if CR < 0.10 then
14:
CRResult ← P ass
15:
result ← ωi
16:
else
17:
CRResult ← F ail
18:
return result Hence, the pseudo code for the mechanism of privacy evaluation algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 4.
Differential Privacy
Throughout this project, image processing like face detection and car plate recognition produces a significant amount of data. The application which named diffpriv is an anonymisation tool with Laplace mechanism which ful- 
2:
ρaccuracy ← accuracy × weights [1] 3:
ρratio ← ratio × weights [2] 4:
ρ angle ← angle × weights [3] 5:
ρsensitivity ← sensitivity × weights [4] 6:
ρ timeliness ← timeliness × weights [5] 7:
result ← 0
8:
result ← ρaccuracy + ρratio + ρ angle + ρsensitivity + ρ timeliness
9:
return result fills ε-differential privacy [15] . Let A be a randomized algorithm on two neighboring datasets D and D . let O be a random collection of likely outputs of A [5] .
The common method to accomplish differential privacy is the Laplace mechanism which includes autonomous noise to the export of a numeric function f to satisfy ε-differential privacy of discharging f [12] .
The pseudo code for the algorithm of differential privacy is outlined in Algorithm 5. The algorithm takes advantage of the Bernstein polynomial of F D as the noise injection of Laplace mechanism [2] . This approximation consists of the linear combination of the Bernstein polynomial. Its coefficients are evaluations of D on a cover P . 
Algorithm 5 Differential Privacy for Image Privacy Scoring
5:
D .push(record)
6:
return D
Experimental results
The image privacy in this project are limited to the scopes of the face and car plate number detections. The dataset contains 26 videos which were divided into two groups according to the domain in which they belong to. Qualitative research of the survey method carried through the assessment to collect the weights of scoring image privacy and the privacy levels of 20 images. 52 participants took part in the survey and completed questionnaires online. According to the records as well as the summarisation on the survey result, scoring criteria of image privacy level was decided with the AHP modelling.
We investigated what the importance of each key factors of image privacy protection through an online questionnaire. This survey received 52 responses. The interview questions are on a scale of 1 to 9 where nine indicates extremely important, and one is not at all critical. The questionnaire determined the score of each criterion in the judgment index. According to the principle of analytic hierarchy process, the results of each criterion are obtained, as illustrated in Table 2 . Table 2 . The score of each criterion in the judgment index Privacy scoring method makes the privacy level of photos on a scale of 0.0 to 1.0, factoring in the five criteria, 1.0 indicates the maximum risk of privacy and 0.0 means there is no privacy issue. Then, each factor will be explained how to get their percentage, as exhibited in Figure 2 . As the focus of this paper is on implementing a method which can detect and analyse the object from the images to achieve the privacy level. In the experiment, the dataset of this project is a benchmark of 7648 frames of 26 recorded videos with variations of horizontal or vertical angles from -90
• to 90
• . For each video, it is 10 seconds long and ranges from 20 FPS to 30 FPS. The size of the videos has 1280 pixels width and 720 pixels heights. Date rate is 14560 kbps. The camera was set at a distance of 2 meters from the person. All videos are recorded by using this method. Background of the videos is relatively white and clean to focus on facial movement. There is a unique combination of face movement and camera location or angles in each video.
The sensitivity in the face detection video is a fixed value [19] ; we assume the age is more than 18 years old. All shooting times are from 14 March 2018 10:08 to 14 March 2018 10:51, and the distance from the experimental test time is 25 April 2018 at 15:08. The time difference is more than one month, and the specific gravity value is 0.21. Therefore, from Event 1 to Event 26, the sensitivity and timeline are fixed. We need to consider the influence of accuracy, specific gravity and angle on the privacy value.
We analysed and evaluated the pictures through the experimental results. The sampling results for 20 pictures are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 4 is the privacy level curve of the car during driving. According to the chart, the privacy level of the vehicle Figure 3 . The sample result of privacy levels is more apparent when the vehicle is moving. When the angle is over 45
• , the privacy of the vehicle does not exist. The privacy level of the license plate is between 0.58 to 0.61. Differential privacy protection is a mechanism of preprocessing and disturbance processing of raw input data. Since the privacy scoring data of this picture directly reveals the privacy degree of the picture without complicated picture processing. It is easy to obtain high-privacy pictures by looking at critical scoring parameters and privacy scoring. In order to protect the privacy of the picture and consider the future of the extensive application of third-party cooperation, the output data also need privacy protection. The three columns of PhotoId, Sensitivity and Privacy Level are processed by adding Laplace noise. As a consequence, the following output results are obtained so that we could safely release a differentially private dataset, as shown in Table 3 .
The ROC curve which illuminated in Figure 5 has an excellent characteristic. It remains unchanged as the distribution of positive and negative samples in the test set changes. The objective of the experiment was to test the results of the attacker's node identification attack on the published social network with different background knowledge. An attacker carries out node identification attack by querying the published network to obtain a candidate set that matches the target object. The larger the matching set, the smaller the identification probability, and vice versa. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the protected privacy level with the original data. The released dataset is in a more regular interval.
With the rapid development of the social network, more and more experts from data mining, sociology, database and other fields have been attracted to conduct in-depth research and analysis on it. Social networks usually contain some Table 3 . The sample of the differentially private dataset Figure 5 . ROC metric to evaluate privacy level sensitive personal attributes, relationships between individuals, graphic structures and other information. The privacy may be leaked or destroyed in the process of analysis and research. Therefore, this research would allow users to maximize their privacy protection before publishing information on social networks and minimize their privacy leakage and damage to their interests.
Conclusions
The mechanism for evaluating privacy of social images is implemented to let users be recognized what the privacy level is to affect users publishing privacy information on the shared images by evaluating privacy risk. With the progress of data computing ability, the conflict between privacy and interpersonal relationship and human nature can be used to locate the individual by analyzing the gender, age, education level, consumption behavior, social activity, activity position, economic status and so on. Our differential privacy by injecting the data with Laplace noise to achieve the Figure 6 . The original records of privacy level vs the published one privacy protection of picture data release. For privacy protection, information security and surveillance abuse, in the context of big data, these factors are intertwined. How to use technology to identify better illegal content and privacy content is the need for further development of technology to solve the breakthrough problem. Through this research project, we hope to protect people's privacy in the most significant extent. In this paper, there are many categories of privacy that are not considered. In future, the classification of privacy will be further subdivided to make the privacy scoring system much comprehensive and accurate.
